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the lecture room he would be in a circle where the prob-
lems and passing scandals of Henry Ill's reign were dis-
cussed with vigour or intelligence. For that Richard
Marshal and Simon de Montfort were supported in Oxford
circles is well known : the c Song of Lewes ', that remark-
able academic exposition of the popular view of Simon de
Montfort's cause, was of Oxford origin; and it is fairly,
safe to surmise that such topics as Matthew Paris comments
on in his chronicle would be discussed at Oxford even more
heatedly than at St. Albans.
Some illustration is readily found in the letters of two
famous Oxford teachers, written on everyday matters which
came within their notice, the letters of Adam Marsh and
Grosseteste. Those of Grosseteste are especially impor-
tant, for his authority in the schools was so great that his
opinions must have been widely known; and when it is
remembered that he was almost sixty before he became
bishop, and for some twenty years had been doing active
work as archdeacon under Bishop Poore and Bishop Hugh
of Wells, it seems likely that the convictions expressed in
his episcopal letters were reasoned and formed long before
his promotion, and were influenced by his own valuable
and varied experience of diocesan problems. The close
relation, particularly noticeable in his letters, between
Grosseteste's theory and practice is very remarkable. And
as a direct result of his studies and lecturing experience we
can attribute his assurance in discriminating between the
various types of * questions ' which arose, his insight in
bringing out the deeper issues involved.
His frequent expositions of the nature of the pastoral
office have already been referred to; and it has been
noticed how this conception determined his opinion in the
matter of pluralities. It was a characteristic deduction.
To Grosseteste, a very large number of the problems that
arose were pastoral, and therefore clearly moral* If the
care of souls was in any way involved, the effect of particu-
lar action on their welfare, aeterna salus owum, was the first
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